# | First Name | Last Name | Pos. | Gr. | Ht | Wt |
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
1 | Trent | Barnhart | QB, LB | 12 | 5'11 | 170 |
2 | Chase | Green | WR, DB | 10 | 5'11 | 160 |
3 | Spencer | Nolan | WR, DB | 11 | 5'8 | 140 |
4 | Koby | Campbell | WR, DB | 12 | 6'1 | 180 |
5 | Noah | Paredes | WR, LB | 10 | 5'10 | 195 |
6 | Mason | Lane | WR, DE | 11 | 6'7 | 180 |
7 | Bryson | Evans | QB, DB | 9 | 5'11 | 160 |
8 | Boden | Whitted | QB, DB | 9 | 5'7 | 120 |
9 | Chandler | Cox | WR, DB | 12 | 5'6 | 193 |
10 | Cade | Evans | QB, LB | 10 | 5'7 | 140 |
11 | Luke | Witt | WR, DB | 12 | 6'2 | 175 |
12 | Keeegan | Beavers | RB, DB | 10 | 5'10 | 140 |
13 | Brennan | Robledo | RB, DB | 10 | 5'6 | 130 |
14 | Trystan | Spiess | K, P | 12 | 6'0 | 167 |
15 | Luke | McLaughlin | WR, DB | 9 | 6'1 | 140 |
16 | David | Leck | RB, LB | 12 | 5'10 | 184 |
17 | Bryce | Bischler | WR, LB | 11 | 6'2 | 190 |
18 | Conner | Williamson | RB, LB | 12 | 5'11 | 190 |
19 | Trevor | Kiser | WR, DB | 11 | 5'9 | 155 |
20 | Gryphen | Tambling | WR, DB | 11 | 5'8 | 155 |
21 | Josh | Robles | RB, LB | 11 | 5'3 | 175 |
22 | Logan | Schroer | WR, DB | 10 | 5'10 | 185 |
23 | Lane | Gardner | QB, DB | 10 | 5'10 | 150 |
24 | Carter | Wagner | WR, DB | 10 | 5'11 | 130 |
25 | Shaun | Pickering | RB, DL | 10 | 5'5 | 135 |
26 | Micheal | Dixon | WR, LB | 11 | 6'1 | 175 |
27 | Kale | Kochick | WR, LB | 10 | 6'0 | 190 |
28 | Tyler | Gowdy | WR, DB | 11 | 6'3 | 150 |
29 | Trey | Cokendall | WR, DB | 12 | 6'2 | 200 |
30 | Colton | McGrew | OL, DL | 11 | 6'3 | 245 |
31 | Gary | Tran | OL, DL | 10 | 5'10 | 215 |
32 | Kaleb | Ross | OL, DL | 10 | 6'2 | 170 |
33 | Aden | Lemasters | OL, DL | 10 | 5'11 | 200 |
34 | Tristan | Calef | OL, DL | 11 | 6'0 | 256 |
35 | Chase | Williamson | OL, DL | 9 | 6'1 | 200 |
36 | Colby | Heinz | OL, DL | 11 | 5'11 | 200 |
37 | Jordon | Montemayor | OL, DL | 10 | 5'11 | 260 |
38 | Jack | Allen | OL, DL | 11 | 5'10 | 205 |
39 | Weston | Smith | OL, DL | 11 | 5'8 | 200 |
40 | Brady | Townson | OL, DL | 10 | 5'11 | 255 |
41 | Peyton | Helget | OL, DL | 10 | 6'3 | 280 |
42 | Chance | Hanning | OL, DL | 10 | 6'1 | 255 |
43 | Noah | Boltcoff | OL, DL | 11 | 6'4 | 266 |
44 | Adam | Herndon | OL, DL | 12 | 5'9 | 220 |
45 | Korye | Beckham | OL, DL | 11 | 5'7 | 205 |
46 | Korbin | Woods | OL, DL | 9 | 6'0 | 240 |
47 | Christian | Smith | OL, DL | 12 | 6'3 | 250 |
48 | Brandon | Kelly | WR, LB | 11 | 5'11 | 183 |
49 | Caiden | Crosby | WR, DB | 10 | 5'9 | 140 |
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**Names & Numbers**

- 2019 ROSE HILL HIGH SCHOOL
- 2019 ROCKET FOOTBALL ROSTER
# | First Name | Last Name | Pos. | Gr. | Ht | Wt |
---|------------|-----------|------|-----|----|----|
2  | Chase      | Green     | WR,DB | 10  | 5'11 | 160 |
6  | Noah       | Paredes   | WR,DB | 10  | 5'10 | 195 |
10 | Landon     | Bowman    | WR,DB | 9   | 6'1  | 165 |
11 | Ben        | Peck      | WR,DB | 9   | 5'9  | 130 |
12 | Cade       | Evans     | QB, LB| 10  | 5'7  | 140 |
13 | Gage       | Silberski | WR,DB | 9   | 5'5  | 110 |
15 | Luke       | McLaughlin| WR,DB | 9   | 6'1  | 140 |
16 | Keegan     | Beavers   | RB,DB | 10  | 5'10 | 140 |
17 | Brennan    | Robledo   | RB,DB | 10  | 5'6  | 130 |
23 | Korbin     | Brewer    | RB,LB | 9   | 5'11 | 170 |
28 | Boden      | Whitted   | QB,DB | 9   | 5'7  | 120 |
29 | Justice    | May       | WR,DB | 9   | 5'7  | 120 |
30 | Logan      | Schroer   | WR,DB | 10  | 5'10 | 185 |
31 | Lane       | Gardner   | QB,DB | 10  | 5'10 | 150 |
31 | Thomas     | Clausen   | QB,DB | 9   | 5'10 | 158 |
32 | Carter     | Wagner    | WR,DB | 10  | 5'11 | 130 |
35 | Shaun      | Pickering | RB,D | 10  | 5'5  | 135 |
41 | Kale       | Kochick   | RB,DB | 10  | 6'1  | 190 |
42 | Tyler      | Kiser     | WR,DB | 9   | 5'9  | 180 |
44 | Austin     | O'Gorman  | OL,DL | 9   | 5'6  | 125 |
52 | Gary       | Tran      | OL,DL | 10  | 5'10 | 215 |
53 | Kaleb      | Ross      | OL,DL | 10  | 6'2  | 170 |
54 | Aden       | Lemasters | OL,DL | 10  | 5'11 | 200 |
55 | Chase      | Williamson| OL,DL | 9   | 6'1  | 200 |
57 | Levi       | Woodall   | OL,DL | 9   | 5'6  | 130 |
61 | Jordon     | Montemayor| OL,DL | 10  | 5'11 | 260 |
62 | Jack       | Allen     | OL,DL | 11  | 5'10 | 205 |
66 | Weston     | Smith     | OL,DL | 11  | 5'8  | 200 |
67 | Brady      | Townson   | OL,DL | 10  | 5'11 | 256 |
68 | Peyton     | Helget    | OL,DL | 10  | 6'3  | 280 |
70 | Chance     | Hanning   | OL,DL | 10  | 6'1  | 255 |
74 | Korey      | Beckham   | OL,DL | 11  | 6'1  | 205 |
87 | Caiden     | Crosby    | OL,DL | 10  | 5'9  | 140 |
89 | Korbin     | Woods     | OL,DL | 9   | 6'0  | 240 |
90 | Teagan     | Cobb      | K     | 9   | 5'10 | 150 |

2019 ROSE HILL HIGH SCHOOL
C-TEAM FOOTBALL ROSTER

Head Coach: Kara Barrus
Assistant Coach: Korey Beckham

Cheer Coaches
Head Coach: Mikah Beavers
Assistant Coach: Mallory Wilson

Varsity Cheerleaders
Head Coach: Carson Quinn
Assistant Coach: Makenzie Rose

 Managers
Head Coach: Canyon Corbin
Assistant Coach: Brianna Donaldson

Athletic Trainer
Head Coach: Maddi Marshall
Assistant Coach: Keia Palmer

Athletic Director
Head Coach: Ashlyn Thomison